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What do we mean by “precision”
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Low Hanging Fruit?
NC sterile ! search
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Coherent scattering µ! search
Test QW radiative corrections
NSI ! cross-sections
Light Wimps
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an old effort: low threshold gas detectors
3M GEM

Identical detector construction for all
targets (controls systematics)
Continuously re-purify
Low thresholds: single electron
sensitivity for ~1-10 Bar
High Precision quenching factor
measurement
Target Masses (~kg/m3)
Standard drift gas targets: H2, 3,4He,
10,11BF , 12,13,14CH , C H C H ... CF ,
3
4
2 6, 4 10
4
32,34SF , CO , 20,22Ne, N , 82,83,84,85,86Kr,
6
2
2
39,40Ar, 129-132,134,136Xe
Low backgrounds: 222Rn @EXO, n & ɣ
@CoGeNT.
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P.S. Barbeau, J.I. Collar et al., NIM A515:439– 445, 2003.

an old effort: low threshold gas detectors

Ge (CoGeNT)

Identical detector construction for all
targets (controls systematics)
Continuously re-purify

6-13%

Low thresholds: single electron
sensitivity for ~1-10 Bar

focused on this low energy range with in addition a systematic study of the ionization as a function of the 4 He
gas pressure, one3of the most standard gases used in particle detection. The measurement on 4 He can be taken as
a lower limit for the 3 He because the phenomenological
3
estimation of the IQF [17, 19] for
He is greater than for
3,4
4
2
He as shown in Fig. 1.
10,11
12,13,14To produce a nucleus moving with a controlled energy
3
4
2 6, 4 10
4
in 20,22
the detection volume,
we have developed [20] an Elec32,34
82,83,84,85,86
6
2tron Cyclotron Resonance
2
Ion Source (ECRIS, [21]) with
39,40
129-132,134,136
an extraction potential from a fraction of a kV up to 50
kV. The interface between the ion source and the gas
chamber was, in the first series of measurements, a 50
nm thick N222
4 Si3 foil. To assure the electrical continuity between the foil and the mechanical support 10 nm
of Al have been evaporated to prevent the charging of
the foil. A time-of-flight (TOF) measurement has been
performed using two channeltrons, one of them detecting the electrons extracted from the foil by the ions and
the other one detecting the ions at 6 different known disFriday, December 28, 12

Target Masses (~kg/m )

Standard drift gas targets: H , He,
BF ,
CH , C H C H ... CF ,
SF , CO ,
Ne, N ,
Kr,
Ar,
Xe

Low backgrounds:
@CoGeNT.

Rn @EXO, n & ɣ

Barbeau, P. S., Collar, J. I., & Tench, O. 2007b, JCAP, 2007, 009
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FIG. 1: 4 He ionization quenching factor as a function of 4 He
total kinetic energy (keV). Lindhard theory prediction (4 He in
4

an old effort: low threshold gas detectors
UofC cleanroom

Identical detector construction for all
targets (controls systematics)
Continuously re-purify
Low thresholds: single electron
sensitivity for ~1-10 Bar
High Precision quenching factor
measurement
Target Masses (~kg/m3)
Standard drift gas targets: H2, 3,4He,
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Nucl.Instrum.Meth. A493 (2002) 8-15

Identical detector construction for all
targets (controls systematics)
Continuously re-purify
Low thresholds: single electron
sensitivity for ~1-10 Bar

counts/0.05 keV 0.33 kg 807 days

an old effort: low threshold gas detectors

arxiv:1208.5737

222Rn

High Precision quenching factor
measurement
Target Masses (~kg/m3)
Standard drift gas targets: H2, 3,4He,
10,11BF , 12,13,14CH , C H C H ... CF ,
3
4
2 6, 4 10
4
32,34SF , CO , 20,22Ne, N , 82,83,84,85,86Kr,
6
2
2
39,40Ar, 129-132,134,136Xe
Low backgrounds: 222Rn @EXO, n & ɣ
@CoGeNT.
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in EXO-200 (continuously circulating):
4.6 µBq kg-1 → ~0.01-0.1 c keV-1 kg -1 d-1

85Kr

in Xe: < ~10-3 - 0.5 c keV-1 kg -1 d-1

222Rn

daughters on SNO NCD surfaces:
~2 m-2 d-1 → ~0.5 c keV-1 kg -1 d-1

14C

@ Borexino levels (measured in CH4):
14C/12C < 10-18 → < ~0.15 c keV-1 kg -1 d-1

39Ar

in Ar @ ~ 15 - 300 c keV-1 kg -1 d-1

CoGeNT backgrounds (0.5-3 keV)
2.6 - 7.4 c keV-1 kg d-1

Weak Nuclear Charge
We now know Mtop and MHiggs → uncertainties on radiative corrections are small
Remaining hadronic uncertainties similar to those from APV experiments (~0.2%)
(L. M. Krauss, PLB 269, 407)

Qw = N

Marciano (4/1/2011 Chicago)
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Weak Nuclear Charge
Measure QW with coherent ! scattering at nuclear reactor
(SONGS ~1013 ! cm-2 s-1 & 30 m.w.e)
Deviations → new Physics
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+ axial vector factors which have more theoretical uncertainty (strong quark contributions, weak
magnetism term, effective neutrino charge radii)
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Weak Nuclear Charge
0) Use gas targets (swappable) to control fiducial volume systematics
1) Low q2 @ Rx to avoid F(Q2) theoretical systematics
2) eliminate axial couplings along with their (larger) uncertainties
→ Choose even-even nuclei
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32,34SF
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Weak Nuclear Charge
3) Factorize out ! flux (~6%) & absolute rate uncertainties
→ group according Z=N & Z≠N & measure ratio: RZ=N
RZ6=N

Qw,4 He = 2 ⇥ 4sin2 ✓w
Qw,12 C = 6 ⇥ 4sin2 ✓w
Qw,16 O = 8 ⇥ 4sin2 ✓w
2
Qw,20 N e = 10 ⇥ 4sin ✓w
Qw = N
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Qw,22 N e = 2 + 10 ⇥ 4sin2 ✓w
Qw,40 Ar = 4 + 18 ⇥ 4sin2 ✓w
Qw,136 Xe = 28 + 54 ⇥ 4sin2 ✓w

(1

4sin ✓w )Z
2

f isotopes carries large uncertainties.
Pu 239,
239 and Pu 241 fission by
em to neutrino spectra.
or from 1.34% at 3 MeV to 9.2% at 8

Weak Nuclear Charge

4) Use A1 ~ A2 nuclei to minimize impact of neutrino spectrum uncertainties → 20, 22 Ne

n, 10% uncertainty (P. Vogel et al., PRC24,
es (7 10)% fissions.

Recoil energy: Tmax = 2E!/M
Choose recoil thresholds (10% change between
20,22Ne) to select same population of ! energies
(spectral uncertainties factorize out)
Introduces <0.1% uncertainty due to discrete
nature of the recorded signal (single e-’s) @
threshold.

1 yr @ SONGS
w/ ~ CoGeNT BGs

Shape verified by Bugey 3 data
Normalization improved to 1.6%
Liang	
  Zhan	
  	
  SNAC,	
  September	
  26-‐28,	
  2011

incl. Lindhard QF + energy resolution
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Weak Nuclear Charge
4.5) Using same element (Ne) eliminates atomic effects on the quenching factor
impact of 1% Q(Erec) uncertainty & threshold
Threshold (e-’s)

Systematic impact (%)

0
1
2
3

0.1%
0.4%
0.6%
0.8%

If we measure the Ratio of the Quenching
Factor in 20,22Ne to ~ 1%, then the systematics
are manageable
From Lindhard, this kinematic change comes
in as:
Er
1
fn ⇠ 1
⇥ (1 e Et ); Et ⇠ A
A2 + 1
Should be able to predict the difference; but
should still measure that it is non-zero. Can
test ratio with other targets 3,4He.
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Weak Nuclear Charge
Statistical uncertainty from backgrounds
dominate.
→ Need Rx-off time
Run for 4.5 cycles at SONGS. 1 cycle = 18
mo. On, 1 mo. Off (When they are operating
normally)

Ignoring radiative corrections

(2 + 10 ⇥ sin2 ✓w )2
Ne
)=
R( 20
Ne
(10 ⇥ sin2 ✓w )2
22

(sin2 ✓w ) = 0.57 ⇥ R

Operate in both Tendon Galleries to
maximize Rx off time.
→ 2 x 20 kg detectors at ~ 1-10 Bar
Result → uncertainties on sin2 #w:
±0.22% (stat.) ±[0.1-0.4]% (sys.) ± <0.2 (th.)
Gives us another neutrino test, at lower Q.
Marciano (4/1/2011 Chicago)
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(non-universal)

NSI search

Essentially, the same game as the before
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Including radiative corrections, and
earlier stat. & sys. uncertainties, the ratio
for 20Ne/22Ne gives:

1.0345 ± 0.0202 =
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Makes for interesting constraints here
(not yet drawn)

K. Scholberg Phys.Rev.D73:033005,2006

dV , for 100 kg-year
FIG. 8: Allowed regions at 90% C.L. for εuV
and
ε
ee
ee
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NSI search

While we are at it, lets not forget that this scheme is information rich
→ H2, CH4 (very distinctive spectrum) and CF4 (unpaired protons)

→ 3He (unpaired neutron), D2 (unpaired neutron and proton) $ Can’t decide which is crazier
→ BF3 (unpaired neutron and proton).
→ Varying weak magnetism effect.
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+ pesky axial couplings

Light WIMPS
Or, what else can you use these detectors for...?

Deploy a number of similarly built detectors, with much larger variance in A.
Use the kinematics of WIMP-nucleus scattering to test putative signals.

Tension?
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Light WIMPS
Fit characteristic energy scale of any observation versus target mass, increases the
precision on putative WIMP mass
→ kinematic check against certain (neutron) background hypotheses
Amplitude of spectra indicates WIMP escape velocity
→ ascertain/factorize astrophysical systematic (Streams, etc.)
40
maximum recoil energy (keV)

7 Gev/c2 WIMP

35

15 Gev/c2 WIMP
100 MeV neutrons

30

Maximum recoil energies
(blue circles & red triangles) associated
with the standard uniform, isothermal
halo model for WIMPS and limited by
the galatic escape velocity
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An example neutron background (open circles)
from 100 MeV neutrons that pass through
modest layers of radioactive shielding
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Light WIMPS

Study cross-section versus target mass.
→ Search for (neutron) background systematic
→ Characteristic coherence signal

Cross-section cancelations can occur if we have isospin-violating WIMP interactions.
→ Factorize out Particle Physics Systematic.

19
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Summary & Open
Issues
A detector concept has been presented which focuses on eliminating
systematics with a simple/robust technology for precision CNNS &
WIMP experiments
Can we really predict the relative QF between 20Ne and 22Ne based on
kinematics?
Is there any ionization signal at all at low Q?
How difficult to enrich to 22Ne?
High precision calibration of energy scale/electron gain...laser
calibration?
20
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QF Measurement: 24 keV
monochromatic neutron beam (KSU)
1288
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mation is of the utmost importance for the interpretation
of a subsequent neutrino experiment. The same facility
can be later employed to characterize WIMP detectors.
A second calibration setup presently under construction
uses well-defined monochromatic daughter recoils from
the Xe
reaction, ranging in energy from
140 eV to 350 eV (Fig. 8). Monte Carlo simulations
show that a careful selection of materials can ensure a
high signal-to-noise ratio. Thermal neutron absorption
has been used before to study quenching factors in Ge for
recoil energies down to 250 eV [21].
• An interesting intermediate physics result is expected
from measurements of intrinsic detector backgrounds, to
take place at a depth of 60 m.w.e. in the low-background
laboratory at EFI. A four-liter OFHC Cu prototype is
under construction for this purpose. This unique combination of shielding against cosmic rays, sizeable target
mass (
g) and ultra-low energy threshold should
return an improvement of several orders of magnitude on
the present experimental
toWhaley.
a slow NIM.
solar-bound
P. Barbeau, J.sensitivity
Collar, and P.
A, 574(2):385 – 391, 2007
WIMP population [22] and to recently proposed nonpointlike dark matter particle candidates [23]. While the
nature of radioactive backgrounds below
keV is a true
terra incognita for large devices, experience in WIMP
detector development indicates that no sudden rise is expected in this energy region from known natural sources.
Low-energy neutron recoils and recoiling daughters from
P. Barbeau, J. I. Collar, J. Miyamoto, and I. Shipsey. IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 50:1285–1289, 2003.
can be controlled with layers of moderating
Fig. 8. (a) Recoil signals (energy lost to ionization) expected in different
target gases from a filtered (Fe Al) neutron beam of 24 keV (2 keV FWHM)
and absorbing shielding. Degraded
and
radiations
using the IPNS facility at Argonne National Laboratory. The energy distribution
from surfaces can be kept to a minimum using radioclean
mimics that expected from reactor antineutrinos (Fig. 1). Other neutron energies
22
materials
in the detector construction. Similarly, if the
to be used in these calibrations are 55 keV (Si S) and 144 keV (Si Ti)
[20]. The distribution of recoils in the figure is obtained from SPECTER [28].
need ever arises, it should be possible to reduce spurious
Friday,
December
28,able
12 to produce low-energy monochromatic recoils in the
(b) A table-top
setup

QF Measurement: thermal
neutrons
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